SUPERBUBBLE EVOLUTION AND STATISTICS i
In the initial stages a superbubble will expand as a standard bubble solution with a continuous energy input with spherical geometry (Tomisaka et al. 1981) however, as the bubble propagates through a scale height or so of an exponential atmosphere it will accelerate down the rapidly decreasing pressure gradient and break out of the disk with an opening angle given (in radians) by the inverse of the Mach number at the point of break out. The resulting structure is a wide angle jet or chimney acting as a conduit for material to flow from the disk to the halo (Tomisaka and Ikeuchi 1986, MacLow and McRay 1987) .
The number of superbubbles at any given time in the Galaxy has been estimated by Ikeuchi (1987) using the available data on the number of OB associations in the Galaxy and the average number of supernovae of type II per typical OB association.
He finds _. superbubble formation rate of order 10-4 per year and with an estimated lifetime of ten million years per superbubble one expects the steady state number of superbubbles in the Galaxy to be of order a thousand.
The filling factor of this hot superbubble generated gas is of order ten per cent of the total volume for the numbers given above. Of course this filling factor will increase for .j a larger and less clumped supernova rate and this could occur at an earlier phase of the evolution of the Galaxy or in galaxies of different types. We shall return to this question later.
Chimneys supply energy to the halo at a rate of order 104°-1042 erg s -1. The mass supply rate is of order a solar mass per year. The scale height of the hot component is of order a few kiloparsecs and after a cooling time of order 107 yr, gas in the halo can cool, condense and infall with a velocity of order -_ 200 kms -1.
Generally a large scale mass circulation is set up with a commensurate energy and momentum input into the halo from superbubbles.
As the gas rains back down onto the disk there will be a further exchange of mass energy and m_)mentum--this time from the halo to the disk. Chimneys should be observed as independent entities from hard X-ray measurements in our own Galaxy and from absorption line studies, HI observations, etc.
of external galaxies.
S. THE MULTIPHASE STRUCTURE OF THE DISK
Many of the details of our calculations will be presented elsewhere (Norman and Ikeuchi 1988). Here we will sketch qualitatively some of our basic results. A particularly important ,: parameter to determine is the extent to which the hot component of gas is more or less all pervasive or merely occupies a small part of the volume of the overall disk interstellar medium. This property is described by the filling factor.
One way to look at this is to study the dependence of filling factor on the clumping of supernovae which is of course intimately related to the number and strength of the resulting superbubbles, it is convenient to include the analysis of the dependence of this parameter with mean ambient density• Normalising to an average power injected into the interstellar medium of order 1042 erg s -1 we find that the Galaxy has a filling factor of about 10% for the hot gas component.
In facL this is exactly the region in parameter space where the chimney model applies. The standard McKee-Ostriker model seems more applicable to systems with ambient densities and superbubble rates lower by about an order of magnitude each. A two-phase model (c.f. Field 1986) will be relevant to galaxies with significantly higher densities than would be found in later type galaxies. Clearly the chimney model has pleasing aspects of both the two and three phase models--it is essentially a two phase model with the third hot phase being the the hot chimneys with r their current Galactic filling factor of about 10%.
For recent overviews of our knowledge of the interstellar medium in both halos and disks and flows from disk to halo one should consult the books by Bregman and Lockman (1986), Hollenbach and Thronson (1987) and the recent preprint by Corbelli and Salpeter (1987). We can also st,,_ly the global mass and energy flow fzom the disk to the halo. One important physical poL.t is to determine whether or not conditions are suitable for the superbubbles to burst out of the disk into the halo. This is a crucial part of the chimney picture. We find that for canonical Galactic pa_ameters the chimney phase is associated with a mass flow rate of 0.3-3 M O yr -1 and a global power input of 104°-1042 erg s -1. These numbers which emerge naturally from the calculation are those conventially thought to apply to the Galaxy and give us additional confidence in the applicability of the chimney model to the Galaxy.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE HALO
Our halo model is o,-m where most of the physical quantities circulate: mass, metallicity, and magnetic field, for example. The circulation does not start directly from the disk as in other models.
The mass flow, for example, is injected at a distance from the disk of approximately 1 kpc as the chimney structure widens appreciably and the material is subsequently injected into upper halo. L_ the upper halo, significant--more or less complete--mixing occurs. Cooling takes place and the mass can rain back down on the disk. Note that in this case the temperature increases with scale height in distinction to some other models. This overall mass flow can eventually be determined observationally by using the full range of measurements available including neutral hydrogen studies in both emission and absorption of the gas distribution and its kinematics, X-ray measurements in both the hard and soft energy bands, and quasar absorption line studies. Radio continuum studies of the thermal and non-thermal distribution and its spectral index variation are also potentially important indicators of the size and distribution of shock waves propagating into the halo.
It is important to emphasise that in this model the halo is in a crucial ever: prima donna role regulating the overall pressure balance, and mass and energy flow between the halo and the disk. In many ways it has a similar physical role as the all pervading hot gas in the McKee-Ostriker model. The connectivity of the hot gas is not, however in the disk, but via the chimneys and general halo gas (Figure 1) .
FURTHER IMPLICATIONS AND SUMMARY
This model has some interesting implications for our understanding of quasar absorption lines, the dynamo mechanism in spiral galaxies, the nature of cosmic rays, the structure of edge on galaxies, and the nature of interstellar media in external galaxies.
The interpretation of quasar absorption lines depends on our understanding of the evolution of the intervening galactic interstellar media and hot gaseous coronae as a function . ! ofcosmictime.Haloscan evolvequitesignificantly from,perhaps,enormous wind driven I structures at earlyepochs to chimney drivencoronae,and insome casesto coolinghalos ! i wbere thesupernovaratedrops below the critical valueforthe blowoutconditionto be ! satisfied. One couldenvision an earlystageofextendedhighionisation followedby a s!ow shrinking of thehalothroughthe CIV stageto the cooolerMglI phase.Many details are I as yetunclearbut a two pronged attackon both the interstellar medium and quasarwill be increasingly productive(Figure2).
Inthechimneymode thegalactic dynamo modelsmay havetobesignificantly modified. _ Bouyancy may no longer be the dominant mechanism for vertical magnetic flux transport.
Here the magneticfluxistransportedintothe haloby an essentially convective mode in I conjunction with the hot gas ejectedthroughchimneys formed from superbubbles.The whole problem ofcosmicray acceleration and propagationisalsoaltered significantly in thispicture.
Chimneys should be observable in nearby galaxies. The problem is similar to that of finding a Heiles-type supershell in say M31. One very interesting observation relating to both edge on galaxies and the galactic dynamo problem is to determine whether or not the vertical component of the galactic magnetic field changes sign across the disk or not. In other words it would be most interesting to know whether the galactic dynamo is, in fact even or odd.
Some preliminary statements can be made on the nature of interstellar media in other galaxies. Very crude estimates of the mean ambient gas density and the power and clumpihess of supernovae in disk galaxies as a function of Hubble type can be used to infer the state of the phases of the interstellar medium as a function of Hubble type. Using a fairly broad brush, the picture is one where galaxies of type SO/Sa have a homogeneous three phase medium, the chimney model is relevant to galaxies of type Sb/Sc and for the later types, Sc/Irr, the predominant state of the interstellar medium is expected to be two phase.
We have presented our attempt to incorporate in models of the gaseous component of both halo and disk some of the recent results on the nature of superbubbles and their substantial influence on the physics of the interstellar medium.We have described qualitively how crucial the mass and energy flow through the halo is for the disk component as well as the halo gas. A number of implications have been discussed and the variation of the phases of the interstellar medium with Hubble-type briefly noted.
